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Covenants not to compete ("noncompetes" or "CNCs") are an increasingly controversial element of the U.S. employer–employee relationship. Numerous state legislatures are reconsidering their noncompete policies, however the empirical research remains fractured and ambiguous on several key issues. We begin by discussing the various theoretical perspectives in the relevant legal literature. We then carefully evaluate 24 empirical studies focusing on noncompetes (6 utilizing evidence of workers who signed a noncompete, 3 with data on the intra-firm use of noncompetes, 2 experimentally allocating noncompetes, and 14 focused on ad hoc measures of noncompete enforceability, which examine how policy differences affect workers, firms, and regions). Despite the rapidly expanding empirical literature, we argue that many of the most basic questions regarding the use and consequences of noncompetes remain either entirely unanswered or at least unsettled. We conclude that major gaps remain in the research and then provide recommendations for future research efforts to provide a solid foundation for evaluating the recent calls for banning or reforming longstanding noncompete policies at the state and now the federal level.
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INTRODUCTION

At this moment in U.S. legal and business history there is a pronounced increase in the level of discussion surrounding the role of restrictive covenants in employment relationships. The restrictions on employee mobility known as covenants not to compete (“noncompetes” or “CNGs”) are the subject of the majority of the discussion and the target of sometimes harsh criticism along with calls to ban or modify their enforcement. For better or worse, policymakers—oftentimes state legislators—are increasingly re-examining the social and business implications of noncompetes and initiating changes to the underlying legal evaluation of these agreements.

The potential problem is that these major policy changes are being made without the adequate portfolio of reliable research needed to ensure that these reforms are both wise and well-tailored to accomplish the stated policy objectives. In many instances legislators’ take an uninformed, scattershot approach to noncompete reform. The risk of relying on a partial or unreliable body of research is clear: unsupported and poorly reasoned reforms to a state’s current policy on restrictive covenants can have negative as well as the hoped-for positive consequences.

Evidence of the increased interest in noncompetes comes from a variety of quarters of academia and public policy, many of which this Arti-
cle will discuss. The policymakers involved in the current CNC debate include the judiciary and, perhaps more crucially when it comes to potential sea changes in policy, reform-minded legislators in various states. Amid this greater attention focused on noncompetes there are numerous interesting questions, many of which are beyond the scope of this Article, about why noncompetes are receiving so much attention from academic, business, and public-policy circles at this point in time. The long-term, macro influences of the changing nature of work and technology, globalization, and the increased pace of innovation are most likely crucial factors driving a greater interest in the law’s role in employee mobility and knowledge diffusion.

More immediately there have been, perhaps as a result of these other trends, media reports and lawsuits exposing high-profile instances of certain employers’ seemingly abusive use of noncompete agreements for their workforce. Some reports even claim an increase in noncompete use based on reported litigation. For instance, revelations that sandwich fast-food chain Jimmy John’s and the preeminent online retailer Amazon, Inc. have widely used noncompetes with low-wage workers have further put the noncompete issue squarely on the agenda of policymakers and Employee Liberty, which was the impetus for this Article. We are grateful to the Forum’s organizers, especially Professor Henry Drummonds and the leadership and staff of the Lewis & Clark Law Review, for the generous invitation to present and discuss our work. The major employee survey described briefly in this Article is part of a long-term research project with our colleague J.J. Prescott of the University of Michigan Law School. We also thank Ki Hoon Kim for his able research assistance.


3 See, e.g., Steven Greenhouse, Noncompete Clauses Increasingly Pop Up in Array of Jobs, N.Y. TIMES (June 8, 2014), http://nyti.ms/1qdOj4y (citing practitioner legal database searches and anecdotal reports as evidence of an increase in use and dispersion across industries).


and businesspeople. Beyond the vigorous discussions in various statehouses underway for the last decade, even members of the U.S. Congress have begun to propose federal regulation of the use of noncompetes. Recent U.S. Treasury Department and White House reports examining noncompetes also raise further issues about the impact on low-wage workers as well as the possible benefits to firms.

However, the existing legal and empirical research on the prevalence and impacts of noncompetes in the U.S. labor market remains piecemeal and unsatisfactory. To date the empirical research is scattered across geographic boundaries, academic disciplines, and focused on various outcomes, including innovation, employee mobility, human capital investment and training, new venture creation such as entrepreneurship or spinoffs, or CNC’s role in fostering (or harming) agglomeration economies. We discuss 24 major empirical studies involving noncompetes in the United States. Of those, only 6 studies utilize actual evidence

---

7 In mid-2015 several U.S. senators proposed legislation to limit the applicability of noncompete agreements to low-wage workers and to create other related protections. See Mobility and Opportunity for Vulnerable Employees Act, S. 1504, 114th Cong. (2015).


12 See, e.g., Stuart & Sorenson, supra note 9.


of workers who have demonstrably signed a restrictive covenant, and these studies are limited to important but discrete professional occupations (executives, physicians, and engineers), which together comprise a mere 0.87% of the U.S. labor force.\textsuperscript{15} Of the remaining studies, 3 have data on the use of noncompetes within firms, 2 experimentally allocate noncompetes, and 14 studies rely on ad hoc measures of noncompete enforceability to examine how policy differences (i.e., individual states’ general legal approaches to enforcement) affect workers, firms, and regions.

We find the empirical work to be unsatisfactory on several dimensions. In particular, the existing research fails to answer even the most basic questions regarding the use and consequences of noncompetes for employees, firms, and regions. For example, despite this large and growing literature, we do not know the likelihood that a typical labor-force participant has a noncompete. Hence, we know very little about how noncompetes are related to employee level outcomes. We also find that the empirical literature has yet to address the use of noncompetes within firms and how the use of noncompetes is associated with firm investments in Research and Development (R&D) and employee human capital.

We then argue that the empirical studies of the impacts of noncompete enforceability, which make up the bulk of the literature, suffer from numerous shortcomings related to the lack of data on who signs noncompetes. The most prominent of these is that comparisons across high- and low-enforceability states may mask significant effects of noncompetes themselves. For example, if noncompetes chill employee mobility even in low-enforceability states, then comparisons across high and low enforceability states will underestimate the impacts of noncompetes themselves. A second important shortcoming is that most empirical studies consider one-dimensional measures of enforceability, which, in addition to being necessarily mismeasured without data on who signs noncompetes, also provide little guidance to legislators about exactly how to increase or decrease enforceability to reach state policy goals.

A third shortcoming of these studies is that they cannot discern the effect of enforceability on those who signed noncompetes. Instead, they

\textsuperscript{15} May 2015 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates: United States, Bureau Lab. Stat., http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm#17-0000. According to the May 2015 data, there are 137,896,660 employed workers. Of those, 238,940 are chief executives (SOC code 111011) representing 0.17% of total employment, 313,970 are electrical and electronics engineers (SOC code 172070) representing 0.22% of total employment, and 642,720 are physicians and surgeons (SOC code 291060) representing 0.46% of the total employment. See also the discussion at Part II, infra, concerning the current evidence of which workers have signed noncompete agreements in the United States.
aggregate the effects of enforceability across those who have and have not signed, which has two important implications: First, these studies cannot show that noncompete signers are driving any observed effects of noncompete enforceability. Accordingly, there are concerns which, together with worries about properly disentangling the effect of noncompete enforceability from all the other state-level policies, do little to assuage those skeptical that these studies accurately measure the effect of noncompete enforceability. Second, such aggregation cannot identify any external effects of noncompetes on those who have not signed, since such employees cannot be separately identified in the data. We argue that incorporating data on who uses noncompetes could significantly strengthen studies of noncompete enforceability.

This Article provides the required background on the existing research and identifies the missing pieces needed to present the full noncompete picture. As such, we recognize that adequate data is a prerequisite to good policy decision-making. Identifying these gaps is a crucial step to fully understand the role and impact of noncompetes on various types of workers and for various sectors of the economy. Ultimately, a more complete body of reliable data on noncompetes is an essential tool for policymakers interested in legal reforms and for business people interested in understanding the competitive impacts that their choice to use noncompetes will have on their firm.

Part I begins with a discussion of the history and current state of noncompete research and the factors that have, to date, influenced the questions being addressed by researchers from various perspectives, including law, management, and economics. Here, we note that noncompetes have been disfavored since their inception as anti-competitive but generally accepted in most jurisdictions when within the bounds of reasonableness. We introduce our literature review with a discussion of the major justifications for allowing noncompetes, such as encouraging investments in human capital through training and information sharing, and the major points of opposition, including arguments on unfairness, inefficiency, and harm to innovation.

The next Part presents a detailed view of the existing legal literature focused on noncompetes. This Part catalogues the various areas of legal inquiry, which are often descriptive studies focused on individual jurisdictions without a full understanding of cross-state issues. We provide a comprehensive literature review of the growing empirical research on noncompetes encompassing many interesting outcomes, including employee mobility, earnings, innovation, entrepreneurship, and firm value. The Part begins by addressing what we know about the use and impacts of noncompetes on employee mobility and earnings. We then proceed to examine 2 experimental studies of noncompetes, and ultimately examine 14 articles that study the effects of noncompete enforceability, which constitute the bulk of the empirical noncompete literature. Throughout
this Part, we review the content, results, and methodology of the existing empirical studies. Our goal in doing so is to provide a comprehensive review of what the empirical scholarship has found and how it has found it, up to this point.

In Part II, we scrutinize the existing empirical noncompete scholarship to identify the current limitations of this work and to guard against policymakers and others reaching unsupported conclusions based on partial evidence limited to discrete contexts. We focus first on the limitations of studies examining the use and impacts of noncompetes. The two existing studies examining how noncompetes affect worker mobility and earnings find contrasting effects: noncompetes may both be associated with larger wage growth and reduced bargaining power, with both career detours and longer, more productive tenures. We suggest that future research develop more data to identify what drives such differential effects. We next argue that the lack of firm-level data on the use of noncompetes is a gross oversight of the current stream of literature and that the paucity of data prevents analyses examining which types of firms use noncompetes and how such use is related to other investment and innovative activities of the firm.

We end Part II by discussing the value added to the numerous studies of noncompete enforceability by data on who signs noncompetes. In particular, we describe how the lack of data on noncompetes themselves results in seven shortcomings of these studies. These shortcomings include the inability to estimate the chilling effect of noncompetes themselves, the inability to distinguish enforceability from the potentially increased use of noncompetes in higher enforceability states, the inability to measure noncompete enforceability properly, the necessity of assuming what firms and workers know about the enforceability of noncompetes, and the inability to identify external effects on non-signers. We conclude that incorporating data on the use of noncompetes would substantially increase the value of studies of noncompete enforceability.

Part III of the Article is forward-looking and prescriptive in its approach to how to collect more crucial data on who signs noncompetes. This Part presents a research agenda for scholars interested in filling in those gaps. We also discuss how this information is essential to policymakers, such as judges and legislators, when considering reforms to the traditional approaches to allowing noncompetes. This will also allow individual practitioners, businesspeople, and scholars to more accurately assess the crescendo of media and other commentators’ criticism of noncompetes. A brief conclusion follows and calls for a well-reasoned and factually-supported debate on noncompetes and, if appropriate, balanced reforms that best match the policy goals of each state.
I. BACKGROUND

The ongoing debate in the legal literature is explored next as a prerequisite to our later discussion on what research is needed to conclusively answer some of the crucial issues about how, when, and why noncompetes are used—and, ultimately, what impact they have, for better or worse. We begin by explaining covenants not to compete in the employment context and their origins.

A. Covenants Not to Compete Explained in Brief

Covenants not to compete are a post-employment restrictive covenant between an employer and an employee that prohibits the employee from going to work for a competitor or otherwise competing with the former employer. Restrictive covenants, including employee covenants not to compete, have a long history in the common law with the first known agreements of this kind dating back to the 1400s in England.\(^{16}\)

From that time on, they have been recognized as anticompetitive by design because of the effect of their enforcement on curtailing what would otherwise be unfettered worker mobility.\(^{17}\) Employee CNCs are often found with other restrictive covenants, such as nondisclosure and confidentiality agreements, nonsolicitation-of-client clauses, and nonsolicitation-of-former-fellow-employee provisions.\(^{18}\) The typical noncompete will also restrict a worker from leaving to start a competing business.\(^{19}\)

Noncompetes impede the flow and use of knowledge by restricting an individual worker’s otherwise free choice of leaving one employer to join another competing employer.\(^{20}\) Essentially, allowing an employer to

---

\(^{16}\) See Harlan M. Blake, Employee Agreements Not to Compete, 73 Harv. L. Rev. 625, 631 (1960) (citing the 1414 Dyer’s Case and other early cases).

\(^{17}\) Id. at 631–32.


\(^{20}\) The restriction of knowledge transfer has implications for issues such as a resource-based view of the firm. See, e.g., Norman D. Bishara & David Orozco, Using the Resource-Based Theory to Determine Covenant Not to Compete Legitimacy, 87 Ind. L.J. 979, 982–83 (2012) (discussing disputes between employers and employees over knowledge ownership). Moreover the use and control of knowledge is also essential to firm governance. See, e.g., Gorga & Halberstam, supra note 19, at 1127 (“The structure of the firm in a competitive environment can be viewed as a result of three
stop an employee from going to work for a competitor or to start a competing business—even for a limited time or within a limited geographic area—provides an advantage to the former employer. That advantage comes at a cost for the individual employee and harms specific business competitors by denying them access to valuable talent, ideas, and skills. There may also be costs for the economy and harm to the creation of positive spillovers, like innovation and new venture creation.\textsuperscript{21}

Despite the potential cost of noncompetes for individuals and regions, the use and enforcement of noncompetes may also provide both private and social benefits. For instance, proponents of private contracting argue that individuals who sign noncompetes will effectively negotiate over the terms of the contract, so that when an employee agrees to a noncompete, her expected future utility is no lower than it would be without the noncompete.\textsuperscript{22} Other socially positive spillovers of noncompetes include increases in innovation and employee training, which may be derived from the protection noncompetes offer for trade secrets and employer good will.\textsuperscript{23}

Notably, we are not focused here on covenants not to compete that are used during the sale of a business to protect the transferred goodwill associated with the enterprise. Those agreements are also a form of a covenant not to compete that restricts an individual seller’s ability to compete with the buyer for a reasonable time and geographic scope, and they are far less controversial than the post-employment restrictions we are discussing.\textsuperscript{24} Every state allows CNCs related to preserving the goodwill associated with the sale of a business.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{21} See, e.g., Stuart & Sorenson, supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{23} See Treasury Report, supra note 8, at 9–10 ("[N]on-competes can encourage additional economic activity and broader information sharing when trade secrets are significant. The training and screening explanations for noncompete agreements also suggest social benefits. If worker training is sufficiently enhanced by the availability of noncompetes, or if firms with unusually high separation costs are able to match more appropriately with workers, both worker and firm are better off.").
\textsuperscript{24} See Bishara & Westermann-Behaylo, supra note 18, at 14–15.
\textsuperscript{25} Even the State of California, which is well known for its ban on noncompetes in employment situations, allows for sale-of-a-business noncompetes. See Edwards v. Arthur Andersen LLP, 189 P.3d 285, 290–91 (Cal. 2008).
Post-employment covenants not to compete are generally disfavored because they are, by definition, anticompetitive agreements. Post-employment covenants function by restricting the otherwise free mobility of the worker to join a competitor or start a competing enterprise after employment has ended. As a result, there are often equity concerns related to the impact on the restricted former employee. Because of the anticompetitive impact of these agreements, courts traditionally use a reasonableness test to evaluate whether the benefits of the agreement to protect a legitimate business interest outweigh the harm to the individual and even to the public interest.

While noncompete policy is in transition—and that is reflected in the literature we discuss in this Part—it is nonetheless the case that most states will still enforce noncompete agreements to some extent. In addition it may be that courts are increasingly focused on the issue of employee mobility related to these agreements. The evaluation is also

---


27 See, e.g., Thiesing v. Dentsply Int’l, Inc., 748 F. Supp. 2d 932, 947 (E.D. Wis. 2010) (“Restrictive covenants limit one’s right to work and to earn a livelihood and are therefore ‘looked upon with disfavor, cautiously considered, and carefully scrutinized.’ Though disfavored by Minnesota courts, non-competition agreements are enforceable to the extent they serve a legitimate employer interest and are no broader than necessary to protect this interest.” (quoting Bennett v. Storz Broad. Co., 134 N.W.2d 892, 898 (Minn. 1965))).

28 See, e.g., EarthWeb, Inc. v. Schlack, 71 F. Supp. 2d 299, 311 (S.D.N.Y. 1999) (asserting that “the effect of these provisions is to indenture the employee”).

29 See Bishara & Westermann-Behaylo, supra note 18, at 18.


The emerging trend in the law of employee noncompete agreements suggests that courts are generally more inclined to invalidate employee noncompete agreements than under the modern approach and that the law of employee noncompete agreements is becoming more protective of the employee’s interest in mobility. This heightened scrutiny of employee
known as the rule of reason, reflecting the fact that it is an exception to a state’s general ban on anticompetitive agreements.\textsuperscript{32}

For instance in \textit{Reliable Fire Equipment Co. v. Arredondo}, the Illinois Supreme Court took the opportunity to reiterate that it had “long ago explained that a contract in total and general restraint of trade was ‘undoubtedly’ void because it ‘necessarily’ injures the public at large and the individual promisor.”\textsuperscript{33} This is because, as the court explained, “[s]uch a contract deprives the public of the industry of the promisor, and deprives the promisor of the opportunity to pursue an occupation and thereby support his or her family.”\textsuperscript{34} Nonetheless, “it is equally established that a restrictive covenant will be upheld if it contains a reasonable restraint and the agreement is supported by consideration.”\textsuperscript{35}

The classic three-part reasonableness test for restrictive covenants, such as noncompetes, is as follows:

A restrictive covenant, assuming it is ancillary to a valid employment relationship, is reasonable only if the covenant: (1) is no greater than is required for the protection of a legitimate business interest of the employer–promisee; (2) does not impose undue hardship on the employee–promisor; and (3) is not injurious to the public. Further, the extent of the employer’s legitimate business interest may be limited by type of activity, geographical area, and time.\textsuperscript{36}

The case-by-case nature of evaluating noncompetes and the concern that the reasonableness balancing test is subjective and unevenly applied has generated much criticism over the centuries. Yet restrictive covenants, and post-employment noncompetes specifically, have survived and are still very much in use today in the modern business world. Our next Section discusses some of the factors that continue to make noncompetes controversial.
B. Relevance: The Ongoing Noncompete Debate

In the last decade or so there has been a rising chorus of criticism about the use of noncompete agreements across a range of industries, types of workers, and in relation to socially beneficial outcomes, such as new business creation and innovation. A steady stream of media reports has materialized over what appear to be employers’ abuses of noncompete contracts. In one example, it was revealed that the fast food chain Jimmy John’s requires virtually all of its employees—from executives to counter workers and sandwich makers—to sign noncompete agreements that restrict the signee from working at an establishment that gets 10% of its revenue from sandwich-like items within 3 miles of any Jimmy Johns location for 2 years. It appears that the employer has never brought a lawsuit to enforce the noncompetes of its low-wage workers, which may indicate a belief that the agreements are not enforceable. One such reason the employer might believe the contract to be unenforceable is that there is not an identifiable legitimate business interest at stake.

Other media reports claim that there is a rise in noncompetes from evidence of more reported court opinions cataloging when the agreement is being challenged. Although more reported disputes likely indicates more of these contracts exist between employers and employees, that is not necessarily the case because these are generally private contracts and the methods of electronically reporting court cases has evolved in the last few decades. These accounts highlight perceptions that noncompetes are being used for employees that fit less clearly into a model of critically important knowledge workers. For instance, reports have cataloged and critiqued instances of noncompete use by employers of low-

37 See Jamieson, supra note 5. The employees’ lawsuit against Jimmy John’s for a declaratory judgment voiding the noncompete agreements was dismissed, in part, because the court concluded that Jimmy John’s had never pursued enforcement against these or other low-wage workers and that one of the plaintiffs had moved to a competitor without triggering a lawsuit. Brunner v. Liautaud, No. 14-c-5509, 2015 WL 1598106, at *10 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 8, 2015) (“In submitting the affidavits attesting to their intention not to enforce any breach of the Confidentiality and Non-Competition Agreements, Jimmy John’s and the Franchisee Defendants have satisfied their burden of establishing that the challenged conduct will not ‘reappear in the future.’” (citation omitted)).

38 Ruth Simon & Angus Loten, Litigation Over Noncompete Clauses Is Rising, WALL ST.J. (Aug. 14, 2013), http://on.wsj.com/15GyvAI (asserting that “[m]ore employers are requiring their new workers to sign ‘noncompete’ agreements, which they say are needed to prevent insiders from taking trade secrets, business relationships or customer data to competing firms when they leave,” without citing evidence for this conclusion).
wage, part-time, or low-skilled workers, as well as younger workers, specifically.\textsuperscript{40}

Amid this increased public scrutiny on the potentially abusive use of noncompetes against certain types of workers, policymakers are also taking notice. As a result, the noncompete legal landscape is in flux in several states. On one end of the reform spectrum, there are calls for states to be more like California,\textsuperscript{41} which famously has had a strict ban on contracts limiting the freedom of choice and mobility of workers since the 19th century.\textsuperscript{42} Some states are still vigorously discussing the need for and potential scope of change, as is the current state of affairs in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{43} In that state, consensus has been hard to achieve with business interests on both sides of the debate pushing for different policies.\textsuperscript{44}

Yet several other states have begun experimenting in the last few decades with various models of how to best evaluate or restrict the use of noncompetes for their citizens.\textsuperscript{45} For example, Colorado’s statute restricts noncompetes to executives and their assistants.\textsuperscript{46} Oregon’s noncompetition statute, for instance, requires that an employee asked to sign a noncompete must be provided at least two weeks’ advance notice of the re-
quest before the start of employment. Oregon’s statute was also recently changed to shorten the allowable temporal scope of noncompetes from 2 years to 18 months. Similarly, in 2015, Alabama updated its noncompete statute to add restrictions on the presumptively reasonable time limit in various restrictive covenants. Notably, Hawaii also recently changed its law in 2015 to restrict the use of employee noncompetes for high-tech workers in an attempt to match California’s success in developing the Silicon Valley agglomeration economy. Still, other states have made smaller revisions, sometimes geared toward special categories of workers, such as broadcasters in New York, physicians in Massachusetts, or used car salesmen in Louisiana. Utah’s recent noncompete law changes in early 2016 came after many months of debate and are a compromise solution that resulted in a tightening of noncompete rules, but stopped short of the originally proposed complete ban.

An interesting change in the landscape of noncompete reform attempts is the entry of federal legislation into the mix through the recently proposed Mobility and Opportunity for Vulnerable Employees (MOVE) Act. The legislation was proposed by several U.S. senators in

---

48 Id. The 2015 Oregon revisions became effective on January 1, 2016.
49 Act of Mar. 31, 2015, No. 2015-465 (codified at Ala. Code §§ 8-1-190 to -197). The statute provides that employee noncompetes of two years or less in duration are presumptively reasonable on the time dimension and that the party opposing enforcement has the burden of showing undue hardship if enforced.
51 N.Y. Lab. Law § 202-k (McKinney 2015). New York’s “Broadcast Employees Freedom Act” is a carve-out from a general policy of allowing reasonable employee covenants not to compete.
52 Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 149, § 186 (2014). Massachusetts’ law exempts several other categories of workers from noncompete enforcement, including physicians. Id. at ch. 112, § 12X, nurses, ch. 112, § 74D, and social workers, ch. 112, § 135C.
June 2015 in an attempt to curtail the use of noncompete agreements.\textsuperscript{56} It proposes to require a notice period for when a noncompete is requested and to restrict the use of a noncompete for employees making less than $15 an hour (about $31,000 a year) in an attempt to protect lower-wage workers from being asked to sign noncompetes.\textsuperscript{57}

The debate over noncompetes and how to reform the law related to these restrictive covenants continues to produce these new and arguably fractious pieces of legislation across the United States. It is within this ongoing policy debate that the state of the scholarly literature is best evaluated. In the next Section, we examine the development of the United States legal literature related to covenants not to compete before moving on to a discussion of the burgeoning area of empirical research related to aspects of noncompete use and impact.

\textit{C. Introduction to the Literature Review}

In recent years scholarly interest in restrictive covenants, and particularly employee noncompete agreements, has resulted in various research streams. These streams vary in their relation to the discipline of origin, their methodology, and their degree of focus on macro or micro factors, such as jurisdictional geography or industry. As discussed in detail later in the Article, some states have varied policies related to noncompete enforcement, which has also led to scholarly questions about variance across U.S. jurisdictions and beyond. These agreements are also, by their nature, primarily contractual instruments with commercial implications.

The body of published legal research in this area is immense and includes hundreds of law review articles addressing the topic. Our purpose here is not to catalog and categorize each of these articles, but rather to summarize some of the trends showing how the literature has developed and suggest why those developments have occurred. This Section will focus on some of the major contributions to the legal literature in this field and in doing so provide context for the discussion in Part III. This will then help fill in the gaps in the scholarly literature to best assist the evolution of good human-capital policy related to the issue of the proper use, if any, of covenants not to compete in an employment context. It is first important to lay out the legal theoretical arguments and perspectives that have been posed on noncompetes’ relationship to employee welfare, business interests, innovation, and economic prosperity. This is a necessary step in order to identify which theories in the legal literature are empirically testable. This information then allows us to critically evaluate

\textsuperscript{56} The bill’s sponsors are Democratic Senators Chris Murphy (Connecticut), Al Franken (Minnesota), Elizabeth Warren (Massachusetts), and Richard Blumenthal (Connecticut). \textit{See} Press Release, Office of Sen. Chris Murphy, \textit{ supra} note 2.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.}
the emerging, yet still limited articles making up the empirical studies of noncompetes.

Accordingly, in this Section we initially group the research related to these covenants into two broad categories: the legal literature and the empirical literature. In the next Section, we focus on the legal literature covering noncompete use and policy. First, we discuss the historical development of the academic interest in noncompetes, and then look at newer attempts to describe restrictive covenant law in the United States and further scholarship chronicling normative attempts to understand the scope and purpose of noncompete use. Then in the following Section, we further investigate the development of the relatively nascent empirical investigations augmenting the legal understanding of these restrictive mechanisms.

D. Overview of the Legal Literature

Scholarly treatment of noncompete agreements is nothing new, and we are unable to catalog all of the vast literature for this Article. However, our intent is to provide an overview of the historical and modern trends in the research debate over these long-used agreements. The extensive body of early restrictive covenant research led one mid-twentieth century judge to refer to the vast “periodical sea” of writing on restrictive covenants going back to the early days of U.S. law reviews. These articles described the history of judicial review related to covenants not to compete and often cataloged the case law. One often-cited historical review is Harlan Blake’s 1960 article Employee Agreements Not to Compete. In his assessment of the role and history of noncompetes, Blake discusses the historical roots of covenants against competition and how reasonable partial restrictions on competition by a former apprentice or employee began to gain acceptance as exceptions to the general rule banning such agreements.

Some more recent articles describe the current state of noncompete enforcement and extend the literature in the tradition of the older articles by also focusing on the development of covenants not to compete law and policy. These articles can be as straightforward as describing the


61 Id. at 631–34.
implications of specific notable cases in one jurisdiction. Some research covers the status quo of the law of CNCs in a specific state or the effect of the state’s policy on specific professions. Still other articles focus on the changes to a state’s noncompete policy due to legislative action to reform existing policies for those specific professions.

Certainly many scholarly contributions have been made throughout the long history of commentary related to noncompetes. However, the recent flurry of in-depth treatments of the role and proper use—if any use should be allowed—of covenants not to compete can be in large part traced to Ronald Gilson’s influential 1999 article entitled The Legal Infrastructure of High Technology Industrial Districts: Silicon Valley, Route 128, and Covenants Not to Compete. Professor Gilson’s provocative article built on earlier sociological research from AnnaLee Saxenian comparing the development of two prominent U.S. agglomeration economies: Silicon Valley in northern California and the Route 128 corridor outside Boston, Massachusetts. Saxenian studied the networks and historical origins of these two economies, but Gilson contributed to the understanding of the regions’ legal structures by asserting that California’s ban on noncom-

---

66 See Gilson, supra note 42. Professor Gilson theorizes that California’s noncompete ban and a related freedom of employee mobility help form a legal framework for business that, in part, made the state’s Silicon Valley innovation economy possible. Id. at 578.
67 AnnaLee Saxenian, REGIONAL ADVANTAGE: CULTURE AND COMPETITION IN SILICON VALLEY AND ROUTE 128, at 1–4 (1996) (concluding that the networked culture, in addition to connections to certain leading universities and investors, substantially aided Silicon Valley’s rise as the preeminent high-tech region in the United States).
petes was an important factor in Silicon Valley’s significant growth. This suggestion has been the impetus for much of the empirical testing described in the following Section, testing which continues to this day, as scholars refine the samples and methods to identify and isolate the impact of noncompetes.

However, before we describe the empirical scholarship progeny of Professor Gilson’s thesis about the reason for Silicon Valley’s fast-moving employment market and related knowledge spillovers, it is useful to briefly categorize the legal scholarship that developed in the fifteen years since. In particular, there has been a body of useful normative research that has followed in the wake of this resurgence in scholarly interest on noncompetes and an alleged “California effect” identified in Gilson’s article.

There is also a wealth of legal scholarship focused on the possible negative impact of noncompete enforcement on individual employees. These include important noncompete-related research touching on employee rights and the potential for the employer’s abuse of superior bargaining leverage, the negative implications of noncompetes when employees are facing a difficult labor market, or even the ethical implications of noncompetes and other legal doctrines or contractual tools. In addition, researchers have continued to probe the uses and issues related to noncompetes in the new context of greater cross-state mobility.
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68 Gilson, supra note 42, at 578.
69 See, e.g., Katherine V.W. Stone, The New Psychological Contract: Implications of the Changing Workplace for Labor and Employment Law, 48 UCLA L. Rev. 519, 581–82 (2001) (noting that employers who use covenants not to compete may be abusing their bargaining position in relation to an employee’s right to control his or her own mobility and career advancement).
71 Kate O’Neill, ‘Should I Stay or Should I Go?’—Covenants Not to Compete in a Down Economy: A Proposal for Better Advocacy and Better Judicial Opinions, 6 Hastings Bus. L.J. 83, 84 (2010) (arguing that courts should hesitate to enforce noncompetes in situations when the former employee lacks “significant bargaining power”).
72 See Bishara & Westermann-Behaylo, supra note 18, at 2–3 (listing the potential negative implications of restricting an employee’s post-employment mobility).
or international implications of CNCs,\(^{74}\) and other proposals for reform in curtailing noncompete use.\(^{75}\)

Other researchers have discussed proposals for reforming or refining the traditional reasonableness test with suggestions to apply the doctrine selectively to certain types of knowledge workers,\(^{76}\) or to add an understanding of knowledge management with the resource-based view of business strategy,\(^{77}\) such as when an IP-protection justification for noncompetes is invalid.\(^ {78}\)

Still other scholars have concluded that noncompetes are essentially meritless and should be abandoned on various policy grounds.\(^ {79}\) These include Professor Orly Lobel’s focus on the easy transfer of knowledge

\(^{74}\) See Marisa Anne Pagnattaro, “The Google Challenge”: Enforcement of Noncompete and Trade Secret Agreements for Employees Working in China, 44 Am. Bus. L.J. 603, 606–13 (2007) (examining the high-profile case of a Microsoft Corporation lawsuit against a former executive who left to become the head of the then new Google China venture).

\(^{75}\) See Garrison & Wendt, supra note 31, at 185.


\(^{77}\) See generally Bishara & Orozco, supra note 20, at 982–83.

\(^{78}\) Viva R. Moffat, The Wrong Tool for the Job: The IP Problem with Noncompetition Agreements, 52 WM. & Mary L. REV. 873, 878 (2010) (“Even to the extent that trade secret law is unintentionally weak, the IP justification for noncompetes is not compelling because noncompetes are not a good tool for achieving the purposes of IP protection.”).

\(^{79}\) Viva R. Moffat, Making Non-Competes Unenforceable, 54 ARIZ. L. REV. 939 (2012). Professor Moffat argues that in enforcing a noncompete “a court faces some difficult decisions, such as determining the content and intent of the contract, determining the content of various states’ laws, and resolving both the conflict-of-laws issues and the substantive question of the enforceability of the agreement (which can often be a close call).” Id. at 942. Moreover, she adds:

The result is unpredictability on every level—for employees, employers, and courts. This uncertainty has only increased as more entities operate on a nationwide basis and employees are increasingly mobile and willing to move across state boundaries.

This unpredictability, and its accompanying costs, has become enough of a problem that a uniform approach ought to be adopted. Additionally, the benefits of uniformity in the law are much more likely to accrue with a straightforward rule of unenforceability. This rule could be adopted through the Uniform Act process, by reference to a model act, or simply as a result of the dissemination of information about the advantages of uniformity and the benefits of a rule of unenforceability. Regardless of how it is achieved, a rule of unenforceability would virtually eliminate the myriad disadvantages of diversity in state law in this context.

Id. (footnote omitted).
skills between employers and entrepreneurial activity and earlier work by Professor Alan Hyde on the importance of “high-velocity” labor markets. This research—in addition to Gilson’s thesis about California’s ban on covenants not to compete for employees—has developed alongside empirical research emanating from other academic disciplines, such as management, economics, and strategy. Thus far, the theoretical legal literature has discussed many of the positive and negative spillovers from noncompetes. However greater empirical work is needed to test these theories and determine which ones should form the basis of policy reform.

The next Section discusses the limited, but growing, body of empirical research that has started to create a more complete picture of noncompetes and their impact on employees, firms, and the public interest.

E. Overview of the Empirical Literature

Despite the 600-year history of covenants not to compete, social scientists have only recently begun empirically examining the impacts of noncompetes and noncompete enforcement policies. The interest in studying the uses and impacts of noncompetes and noncompete enforceability was likely spurred by attempts to understand the growth of Silicon Valley and in particular how it outpaced Route 128 to become the much-admired technological hub of the United States. As a result, the earliest studies examined the role of noncompete enforceability on startup behavior and the mobility of executives and engineers.

The empirical literature on noncompetes is burgeoning. In this section we examine 24 empirical studies of noncompetes: 6 use individual level data on the use of noncompetes (4 on CEOs, 1 on physicians, 1 on
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80 See generally Lobel, supra note 41 (advocating for the reduction of legal barriers to knowledge transfer in the pursuit of greater innovation).
82 The earliest known challenges to a covenant not to compete date back to the 15th century. See Blake, supra note 16, at 631.
83 See generally the discussions of Saxenian, supra note 67, and Gilson, supra note 42.
84 We are aware of a number of papers at the early stages of work, which we will not comment on due to their still preliminary nature. Included in this work is a paper on the impacts of noncompete enforceability on the career and within-job employment dynamics of technical employees. Natarajan Balasubramanian, Jin Woo Chang, Mariko Sakakibara & Evan Starr, Locked In? Noncompete Enforceability and the Mobility and Earnings of High Tech Employees (manuscript on file with the authors). A second recent working paper is Michael Ewens & Matt Marx, Founder Replacement and Startup Performance (Jan. 17, 2016), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2717124.
engineers); 3 have data on the use of noncompetes across firms; 2 experimentally allocate noncompetes; and 14 study the effect of noncompete enforceability (without data on who signs).

1. Articles Studying the Use and Consequences of Noncompetes

a. The Use of Noncompetes Among Employees

As far as we are aware, the only systematic evidence on the use of noncompetes among workers comes from three occupations: executives, physicians, and engineers.

Marx’s 2011 article describes survey data from 1,029 technological professionals (a 20.6% response rate of the 5,000 people surveyed) within the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, a nonprofit technical professional association. The article shows that 43.3% of survey respondents sign noncompetes. Bishara, Martin, and Thomas, Garmaise, Schwab and Thomas, and Heen examine executive contracts and show respectively that 80%, 70%, 67%, and 50% of S&P 1500 executives sign noncompetes. Lavetti, Simon, and White’s study focuses on a sample of primary-care physicians from five states and finds that 45% of physicians have signed an employee CNC. Thus, among some very high-skill occupations, the incidence of noncompetes appears to be very high.
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86 Marx, supra note 85, at 702 tbl.1.

87 Bishara et al., supra note 18, at 3. The authors examined 874 CEO employment contracts initiated between 1996 and 2010 from a random sample of 500 S&P 1500 companies.

88 Garmaise, supra note 85, at 396. Garmaise selected a random sample of 500 firms from the Execucomp database and found evidence from SEC filings that 351 of the firms use noncompetes with their top executives.

89 Schwab & Thomas, supra note 85, at 255 tbl.9. The authors’ dataset is similar to that of Bishara, Martin, and Thomas. See Bishara et al., supra note 18, at 24–27.

90 Heen, supra note 85, at 18. The author’s dataset, while also from S&P 500 companies, uses only the first 250 CEOs chosen alphabetically by firm name.

91 Lavetti et al., supra note 85, at 5 (studying the mobility of physicians in relation to noncompete agreements).
We can certainly learn something about how noncompetes are used in these occupations, but these occupations together account for only 0.87% of the U.S. labor force.\footnote{See May 2015 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates: United States, Bureau Lab. Stat., http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes_nat.htm. Based on the May 2015 data, there are 137,896,660 employed workers. Of those, 238,940 are chief executives (SOC code 111011) representing 0.17% of total employment, 313,970 are electrical and electronics engineers (SOC code 172070) representing 0.22% of total employment, and 642,720 are physicians and surgeons (SOC code 291060) representing 0.46% of the total employment.}

Of these six studies, three consider how noncompetes affect worker-level outcomes.\footnote{See Marx, supra note 85; Lavetti et al., supra note 85.} Marx’s article includes both a survey of electrical and electronic engineers, and data from interviews with 52 inventors with at least 2 patents in the automatic-speech-recognition (ASR) industry.\footnote{See Marx, supra note 85, at 700 (interview and survey and methodology).} Marx’s first main finding is that noncompetes are associated with individuals leaving the industry, which he refers to as career detours.\footnote{Id. at 702–03.} His interview data shows that 87.5\% of moves governed by a noncompete were out of the ASR industry (21 out of 24), while only 27.5\% of moves not governed by a noncompete were out of the ASR industry (11 of 40).\footnote{Id. at 703 (discussing the results of interviews with engineers).} Marx’s survey data corroborates the interview results: he finds that of the 276 respondents who signed noncompetes and changed jobs, 32.6\% reported taking a job in a different industry.\footnote{Id. at 705. Marx described the conclusions from this data: The fact that similar proportions of in-depth interviewees (one-quarter) and survey respondents (nearly one-third) reported taking career detours in response to a non-compete indicates that the threat of a non-compete lawsuit may have deterred technical professionals from continuing to work in their chosen industry. Id.}

The other contribution of Marx’s paper is to show that many firms manage the process of noncompete signing to reduce employee bargaining power. Among the 455 respondents who signed a noncompete, 47\% report that the firm asked them to sign the noncompete on or after the first day.\footnote{Id. at 706 tbl.4.} That firms manage the noncompete process strategically is not only an interesting result, but it also brings up important questions about whether noncompetes are more or less likely to affect individuals who did not have the bargaining power to properly negotiate over them. For example, are the individuals who took career detours due to their noncompete the ones who were aware of the noncompete before accepting the job, or were they the ones who were asked on or after their first day of work? Despite having this data, Marx does not examine this question.
While Marx suggests that firms use noncompetes to “strike back” at employees, Lavetti, Simon, and White find that physicians who sign noncompetes are much better off than those who do not sign. Noncompete-signing physicians earn 14% higher incomes, earn 27% more revenue per hour, have 21 percentage point higher within-job wage growth (23% for noncompete signers relative to 2% for nonsigners), see 12% more patients per week (and more privately insured patients), and have 29% longer tenures.99 The authors note that these differential results for noncompete signers are explained in part by the fact that physicians who sign noncompetes have different incentives in their contracts: the share of total earnings that comes from individual productivity is more than twice as high for physicians who sign noncompetes (27.1% to 13%), while the proportion from a guaranteed fixed salary is significantly lower (59% to 74%).100

The authors argue that the combination of contracts that encourage physicians to work with many patients and the noncompete is important: contracts that encourage more interactions with patients create competition risk for the firm if the physician wants to leave.101 Thus, the noncompete functions to buy the loyalty of the physician, providing the right contractual incentives for the physician to exert effort and the right incentives for the firm to invest in attracting patients.102 Lavetti, Simon, and White conclude that “share-based compensation contracts can overcome the effects of [noncompetes] on bargaining power, allowing for an incentive-compatible equilibrium with [noncompetes] in which workers with [noncompetes] are more productive, have higher earnings, larger returns to tenure, and longer job spells.”103

Heen’s unpublished article explores the role of noncompetes in determining CEO separation pay. He argues that differences in the timing

99 See Lavetti et al., supra note 85, at 27. The authors’ main results show that physicians who sign noncompetes earn 14% more than non-signers, id. at 34 tbl.6, show 21 percentage point higher within-job earnings growth, id. at 38 tbl.9, see 12% more patients per week and make 27% more revenue, id. at 39 tbl.10, and have 29% longer tenures. Id. at 40 tbl.12.
100 Id. at 33 tbl.4 (discussing contract-type results).
101 Id. at 5 (noting the risk of losing patients to departing physicians).
102 Id. at 1–3. The authors conclude that to achieve the proper incentives for attracting and retaining doctors, there must be a situation such that: when turnover is relatively costly and long-term contracts are not credible, commitments to productivity-based piece-rate linear compensation contracts can overcome the effects of dynamic changes in bargaining power without front-loading compensation. . . . We show that sharing contracts are more strongly tied to output when accompanied by NCAs, and necessarily increase the expected returns to tenure.
103 Id. at 3.
104 Id. at 27.
of when the noncompete is signed predict the extent of either contractually obligated separation pay or discretionary separation pay. In a sample of 250 CEOs, chosen alphabetically by firm name, he finds that, “firms promise separation pay contractually to executives who sign noncompete agreements years before they leave the firm while firms pay executives discretionarily at separation if they first sign noncompete agreements at this point.”

b. The Use of Noncompetes Among Firms

There are three studies of the use of noncompetes within firms. Kaplan and Stromberg show that 70% of 119 portfolio companies receiving venture capital funding were required by their financiers to sign noncompetes, although the 119 companies were funded by a total of just 14 venture capitalists. Galle and Koen surveyed 1,000 human-resources managers and received 123 responses, 55% of which indicated that their firms used noncompetes, though they do not specify in which occupations. A 2007 Society of Human Resource Management survey reports that of the 354 out of 2,886 surveys returned, 56% of firms use noncompetes, which is up from 51% from a similar survey in 2005.

Response rates and sample selection concerns aside, it is unclear whether any of these studies tell us anything new about the use of noncompetes since we already know that the executives within a company are likely to sign them. Furthermore, none of these studies examine which types of employees within the firm are likely to sign, which types of firms are more likely to use noncompetes, and how the use of noncompetes affects firm-level outcomes such as investment in R&D, training, or productivity. Thus we have no empirical understanding of how the use of noncompetes and similar contractual restrictions are related to the firm-level outcomes.

2. Articles Describing Noncompete Experiments

Given that data on the use of noncompetes is sparse and that the nonrandom use of noncompetes may make causal inference difficult, two
experimental papers randomly assign noncompetes to examine whether and how noncompetes affect employee effort. The experiment in Amir and Lobel’s study has two phases. In phase 1, individuals are randomly assigned to one of two types of pay-for-performance tasks: either (i) a “Matrix Search” task, in which individuals were paid by finding two numbers (with two decimals) in the matrix that sum to 10; or (ii) a “Remote Associates” task, in which individuals were instructed to find a fourth word that is most closely associated with the trios of words presented. The authors classify the former task as “pure effort,” and the latter task as “creative.” In phase 2, the individuals were invited to do another of these tasks. All individuals were informed that there would be a second phase upfront.

To simulate noncompetes, the authors randomly assigned individuals to two treatments. In the first treatment, the “absolute noncompetition condition,” individuals were told that they would be prohibited from performing the same task in the second phase. In the second treatment, “partial noncompete condition,” individuals were informed that their earnings in the second phase, regardless of which task they performed, would be reduced by 20%. A third of the respondents were randomly assigned to the control group. The authors consider three outcomes: (1) task completion; (2) performance (number of questions skipped and solved correctly) of the tasks; and (3) enjoyment of the tasks.

The authors find that 57.9% of participants who dropped out of the study were in one of the noncompete conditions, while 51.6% dropped out in the control group. For those in the creative task, the absolute noncompete condition group had a 35% completion rate, the partial noncompete condition group had a 38% completion rate, and the control group had a completion rate of 48%. For those who did not drop out of the study, the authors find that in the Remote Associates task there were no statistically significant differences in the number of skipped questions, the error rate, the time spent, or the reported enjoyment be-
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109 See On Amir & Orly Lobel, Driving Performance: A Growth Theory of Noncompete Law, 16 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 833, 852 (2013). The authors’ experiment was designed to “examine the effects of postemployment restrictions on motivation and performance, taking into account task characteristics, and in particular, controlling for the level of difficulty and creativity inherent in the tasks.” Id. at 850–51.

110 Id. at 892.

111 Id. at 832–53.

112 Id.

113 Id.

114 Id.

115 Id. at 854–55.
between either of the noncompete conditions or the control group. For those in the Matrix Search task, however, the error rate of those in both the absolute noncompete group and the partial noncompete group was more than two times that of those in the control group, though they were no more likely to skip answers, no more likely to spend less time on the questions, and report no difference in enjoyment. The authors conclude that “certain postemployment contractual restrictions may negatively impact motivation and performance, as evidenced by the greater rates at which individuals abandon tasks . . . . [N]oncompetes, under certain conditions, discourage employees to invest in their work performance.”

A shortcoming of the Amir and Lobel study is that the use of the noncompete is forcibly applied, resulting in little scope for remuneration or negotiation, which may subsequently affect effort. To assess these agency issues, Bünstorf, Engel, Fischer, and Güth design an experiment in which a principal and an agent are matched together and the principal is free to set the wage of the agent, anticipating how much effort the agent will exert. Agents exert effort to create an innovation, and with a certain probability innovation occurs. The authors find that individuals in the noncompete group exert no differential effort toward the innovation due to the fact that individuals who sign noncompetes receive increased wages. The authors conclude: “Our experiment yields a clear message: introducing a noncompete clause does not affect effort and therefore leaves success unaffected.”

The key contribution of these experiments is the development of a better understanding of how noncompetes affect employee effort. Noncompetes may reduce effort by restricting the return at competing firms, but, as shown in Lavetti, Simon, and White’s study of physicians, noncompetes may also be associated with fundamentally different contractual incentives. In the real world, many more such determinants are likely correlated with noncompete use, including deferred compensation, con-

116 Id.
117 Id.
118 Id. at 863.
120 See id. at 6–7 (describing the design of the experiment).
121 Id. at 18–19. The noncompete manipulation, specific to the German context—in which noncompetes must be limited to two years and are valid only if the principal pays half of the yearly salary—randomly imposes a pre-determined compulsory level of payment in the case where negotiation fails. Id. at 2.
122 Id. at 4.
123 See supra notes 99–103 and accompanying text.
tracts or bonuses based on goal achievement, and long internal labor markets. Such mechanisms may induce workers to exert substantial effort in spite of their noncompete.

Additionally, by experimentally manipulating the noncompete condition, these studies do not take into account the fact that firms choose to use noncompetes for certain occupations and that employees may or may not agree to them. If individuals who are willing to sign noncompetes feel appropriately motivated by other features of the job, then it is unclear whether they will exert lower effort than those who do not sign.

3. Articles Studying Noncompete Enforceability

a. Entrepreneurship

As discussed by Samila and Sorenson, and by Starr, Balasubramanian, and Sakakibara, the impact of noncompete enforceability on entrepreneurship is theoretically ambiguous. On the one hand, aspiring entrepreneurs might be inclined to start their firm in high-enforceability areas to take advantage of the protection offered by the enforceability regime. On the other hand, if the potential entrepreneur wishes to start a competitor with her current employer, then her own noncompete may be an entry barrier that makes it more costly for him to create a new business. Relatedly, if the potential entrepreneur manages to start her company, it may be risky to hire employees who may be bound by noncompetes. As a result of these competing forces, it is unclear how noncompete enforceability will impact entrepreneurial behavior.

The only published studies of noncompete enforceability and entrepreneurship and innovation are analyses examining how noncompete enforceability moderates the relationship between two other variables. Stuart and Sorenson focus on entrepreneurship rates in the biotech industry following a liquidity event such as an initial public offering (IPO) or an acquisition. They argue that such liquidity events free up employees to follow their latent entrepreneurial preferences. They find that entrepreneurship in the biotech industry spikes following liquidity
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124 Experimentally assigning a noncompete does not give the individual the option of choosing whether or not to sign, and ignores the alternative options that the individual may have such as negotiating to modify the terms, refusing to sign, or taking another job without the restriction.

125 See the discussion in Starr et al., supra note 13, at 8; see also Samila & Sorenson, supra note 9, at 426–28 (discussing the tension between investment and impediments to growth).

126 Stuart & Sorenson, supra note 9, at 175.

127 Id. at 175–76.
events, but that the effect of such liquidity events on firm founding rates is muted in states that enforce noncompetes.\textsuperscript{128}

Aside from the results, a primary contribution of Stuart and Sorenson is the development of the first cross-state measure of noncompete enforceability. Using the Malsberger treatises designed for practitioners, \textit{Covenants Not to Compete: A State by State Survey}, Stuart and Sorenson create a variable equal to one if a state does not enforce noncompetes and equal to zero if the state does enforce noncompetes.\textsuperscript{129}

Overall, they find that 10 states do not enforce noncompetes.\textsuperscript{130} Their categorization of state noncompete policies is used regularly to define control states in subsequent studies that examine the 1985 change in Michigan’s noncompete laws identified by Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming.\textsuperscript{131} Subsequent studies create more nuanced measures of noncompete enforceability by taking into account various dimensions of enforceability.\textsuperscript{132}

It bears noting that a recent article by Barnett and Sichelman casts significant doubt on the validity of the initial categorization by Stuart and Sorenson, arguing that at most two states are non-enforcing, while all others enforce to some extent.\textsuperscript{133}

\textsuperscript{128} Id. at 193 tbl.4 (showing that noncompete enforceability reduces startups post acquisition and post IPO).

\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 190 tbl.1.

\textsuperscript{130} Id.


\textsuperscript{132} See, e.g., Bishara, supra note 30; Garmaise, supra note 85; Evan Starr, Consider This: Firm-Sponsored Training and the Enforceability of Covenants Not to Compete (Nov. 5, 2015) (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2556669.

\textsuperscript{133} Jonathan M. Barnett & Ted Sichelman, \textit{Revisiting Labor Mobility in Innovation Markets} (Univ. of S. Cal. Legal Studies Paper No. 16-15, 2016), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2758854. The authors conclude that the underlying enforceability assumptions by Stuart and Sorenson are incorrect, for:

Even if one were to draw an arbitrary line between states, it would result during this time period in at most two “non-enforcing” states. Consistent with both Bishara’s (2011) comprehensive state-by-state review and our own independent review, we find that during the relevant time periods, other than California and North Dakota, none of the purported “non-enforcing” states in Stuart and Sorenson (2003)—namely, Alaska, Connecticut, Michigan—
In a study similar to Stuart and Sorenson, Samila and Sorenson examine the effect of venture capital on regional outcomes including firm foundings, patent counts, regional employment and payroll.\textsuperscript{134} They are interested in whether noncompete enforceability moderates the impact of venture capital on these regional outcomes.\textsuperscript{135} They find that while more venture capital is associated with more entrepreneurship and employment, in states that enforce noncompetes the effect of venture capital is mitigated.\textsuperscript{136} The authors ambitiously conclude that noncompete enforceability “significantly impedes entrepreneurship and employment growth.”\textsuperscript{137} Such a conclusion may be too strong, however. As this study examines the moderating effect of noncompete enforceability on the impact of venture capital on entrepreneurship and employment—only “a piece of the puzzle” as Samila and Sorenson themselves say\textsuperscript{138}—it could be that the causal effect of noncompete enforceability on entrepreneurship is positive, but that it is diminished in high venture-capital areas.

In a recent working paper, Starr, Balasubramanian, and Sakakibara take a firm-level approach to measure the impact of noncompete enforceability on the formation and subsequent performance of firms.\textsuperscript{139} They argue that prior studies suffer from two shortcomings. First, they examine the moderating effect of noncompete enforceability, not the direct effect. Second, studies at the aggregate level necessarily treat formation of all firms the same, regardless of whether noncompetes were relevant for the actual formation of a given firm.\textsuperscript{140} Using employer–employee matched data, they identify firms that were founded as spinouts in the same industry of a parent employer and argue that these firms may face additional noncompete barriers in order to enter the market relative to other new entrants.\textsuperscript{141} Using law firms as a control group (since law firms make up the only industry across all the states in which noncompetes are not enforceable) to identify the impact

gan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, Oklahoma, Washington, and West Virginia—can plausibly be classified in this manner.

\textsuperscript{134} See Samila & Sorenson, \textit{supra} note 9, at 425.

\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Id.} at 426 ("We address this issue by focusing on a piece of the puzzle. Rather than examining the average differences across regions, we estimate how regions respond to shocks in the supply of one form of financial capital—venture capital (VC)—and examine whether the effects of these shocks depend on the enforcement regime.").

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 433–435 tbls.4–5.

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.} at 425.

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Id.} at 426.

\textsuperscript{139} Starr et al., \textit{supra} note 13, at 9–11.

\textsuperscript{140} For a full description of this issue, see \textit{generally} Stuart & Sorenson, \textit{supra} note 9.

\textsuperscript{141} Starr et al., \textit{supra} note 13, at 12–14 (discussing the phenomenon of within-industry spinouts).
of noncompete enforceability, they find that in higher enforceability states there are fewer within-industry spinouts, but that those that are created tend to start larger, stay larger, and survive longer than other new ventures. They provide evidence that these results are consistent with noncompete enforceability screening low human-capital founders from starting within-industry spinouts, concluding that noncompetes are unlikely to deter the best employees from starting up within-industry spinouts. They further find that in higher enforceability states new firms that are not within-industry spinouts are slightly more likely to enter, but those that do enter start smaller, stay smaller, and are less likely to survive. These results are consistent with a model in which noncompete enforceability induces firms to enter to take advantage of the protection of their future assets, but that unanticipated hiring challenges due to noncompete enforceability deter their success.

To summarize, the literature has found that noncompete enforceability has somewhat negative, though nuanced, effects on entrepreneurial behavior. In particular, the results suggest that enforceability deters firm entry post-IPO and post-acquisition in the bio-tech industry, and reduces firm start-ups relatively more in areas that have high venture capital. However, as Starr, Balasubramanian, and Sakakibara show, the reduced entry is driven by reduced entry of low quality within-industry spinouts.

b. Employee Mobility, Wages, and Training

Fallick, Fleischman, and Rebitzer conducted the first study examining whether or not employee mobility is higher in California, consistent with Gilson’s argument that California’s ban on noncompetes encouraged high levels of employee mobility. Using employee mobility data from the U.S. Census’s Current Population Survey, Fallick and his coauthors find that there is increased mobility in Silicon Valley relative to

142 See id. at tbls.2 (entry results), 3 (initial size results), 6 (later-life firm-size results), 7 (survival results).
143 Id. at tbl.5 (characteristics of founders). In a recent working paper, Salome Baslandze finds similar results, using patent data to identify spinouts of parent companies. See Salome Baslandze, Spinout Entry, Innovation, and Growth (Einaudi Institute for Economics and Finance, Working Paper), https://sites.google.com/site/sabaslandze/research. She shows that noncompete enforceability is negatively correlated with spinout entry. These results are purely cross-sectional however, and no attempt is made at identifying the causal effect of enforceability on spinout formation.
144 Starr et al., supra note 13, at tbls.2 (entry results), 3 (initial size results), 6 (later-life firm-size results), 7 (survival results).
145 Id. at tbl.5 (characteristics of founders).
146 Id. at 28–29 (explaining non-within-industry spinout results).
147 Fallick et al., supra note 14, at 472 (“Noncompete agreements, according to Gilson, are the most important legal mechanism for reducing interfirm mobility.”).
other metropolitan areas with large IT sectors. Furthermore, they find that there is a California effect, such that employee mobility is actually higher in the computer industry in all metropolitan areas in California relative to elsewhere. Outside of the computer industry, however, these California-specific mobility differentials disappear. While not directly examining noncompete enforceability, this study provides suggestive evidence that a state’s noncompete policy may indeed lead to differences in mobility patterns.

Three papers argue that noncompete enforceability affects executive and engineer mobility. First, Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming examine the Michigan Antitrust Reform Act (MARA) of 1985, which unintentionally removed a legislative prohibition on noncompetes, leading Michigan to enforce noncompetes starting in 1987. Using patent data, they identify moves among inventors with at least two patents, comparing the likelihood of movement before and after 1985 in Michigan to a group of 10 control states initially identified in Stuart and Sorenson, which supposedly do not enforce noncompetes. The authors find that after MARA, the mobility of inventors fell by 8% relative to the control states, and fell more for inventors who had developed more firm-specific capital (as measured by citations) and more for inventors whose inventions were concentrated in a specific patent category.

It is important to note that the Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming paper makes a fundamental contribution to the empirical literature on noncompetes, which is to identify a random change in noncompete enforceability in Michigan in 1985. While cross-state differences in noncompete policies are large, in the time since Michigan’s reversal no state has had entire shifts in enforceability, either from enforceability to nonenforceability or vice versa. Thus, in the years following the publication of Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming, researchers interested in the effects of noncompete enforceability began to use the Michigan natural experiment to study the causal effect of noncompetes.
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Given the extensive work that now relies on the Michigan noncompete experiment, it is important to note that recent work by Barnett and Sichelman calls into question the validity of the initial work studying the effect of this change in Michigan law. Among other issues, such as the validity of the comparison group developed in Stuart and Sorenson,155 Barnett and Sichelman report that the Michigan noncompete reversal was not applied retroactively, such that only new noncompetes signed after the change in the law were enforceable. They conclude,

[i]f the true regime change (that is, taking into account both nominal and effective changes) took considerable time, a sizable portion of the results in these studies are unlikely to be causally linked to changes in noncompete law. Indeed, Marx et al. (2009) find the exact opposite of the effects one would expect from a gradual noncompete adoption post-MARA, stating that “the effect of the policy reversal remained strong for several years and then weakened, both in terms of the magnitude and statistical significance of the coefficient on the interaction variable.”156

Marx, Singh, and Fleming examine out-of-state mobility as a result of the Michigan noncompete experiment.157 Employing the same methodology as Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming, they show that after Michigan’s noncompete reversal, the relative risk of post-MARA emigration from Michigan was twice as high among inventors with two patents as in states that continued to not enforce noncompetes (1.35 in Michigan versus 0.68 in non-enforcing states).158 They further show that those with greater than median citations per patent prior to the policy reversal had a 186.8% higher risk of post-MARA emigration to non-enforcing states relative to the control states.159 They also show that those inventors with more than the median number of patent co-inventors prior to the policy reversal were 236.3% more at risk for emigration out of state than their counterparts in non-enforcing states.160 These results highlight that noncompete enforceability may contribute to a brain drain effect in which the most talented inventors leave the state for a lower enforceability state.161

155 See Barnett & Sichelman, supra note 133, at 15 (criticizing the Stuart & Sorenson and Garmaise enforcement scales are producing “spurious results”).
156 Id. at 22.
157 Marx et al., supra note 131, at 394–95.
158 Id. at 397.
159 Id. at 402.
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161 Id. at 403.
Garmaise examines how executive mobility, earnings, and firm investment in capital vary between high- and low-enforceability areas. We focus first on his mobility and wage results and return later to his findings on firm investment in capital. He uses two empirical strategies to identify the impact of noncompete enforceability. First, he identifies changes in state laws in Florida (1996), Texas (1994), and Louisiana (2001) and examines how variation in outcomes changes before and after the laws relative to states without changes. Second, Garmaise develops a new enforceability index to compare mobility and earnings patterns across states. In particular, he improves upon the index developed by Stuart and Sorenson by scoring 12 dimensions of noncompete enforceability for each state on a binary scale using Malsberger’s treatises, adding up the 12 scores for each state. Using this new index, he compares how the within-state mobility difference in high- versus low-concentration industries varies with the enforceability of the state. In order to attribute a causal interpretation to the cross-sectional estimates it must be that industries with low levels of in-state competition reflect the mobility that would have occurred in the high concentration industries in the absence of enforcement.

Both approaches yield relatively consistent results. In the longitudinal specification, Garmaise finds that a shift to an increased enforceability regime reduces within-industry transfers by 47% and reduces executive compensation growth by 8.2%. The results from the cross-sectional specification are similar: a one-standard-deviation increase in the enforcement index reduces the arrival of within-industry transfers by 20.8% in higher versus lower concentration industries, and reduces the log of compensation by 1.2% of the mean. Garmaise shows that there are no effects of noncompete enforceability on out-of-industry transfers. These results are consistent, Garmaise argues, with a model in which noncompete enforceability deters executive effort.

Starr focuses on how noncompete enforceability and how consideration-specific policies affect the provision of firm-sponsored training, wag-
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es, and tenure.\textsuperscript{169} He argues that the impact of noncompete enforceability on firm-sponsored training and tenure is likely to be positive, but the wage effects are ambiguous. If noncompete enforceability makes employees more likely to stay in the job and less likely to leave for competitors, then the returns to training are larger for the firm.\textsuperscript{170} However, he notes that enforceability can constrain individuals from reaching firms in which their training is more productive, which decreases their willingness to seek out training opportunities.\textsuperscript{171} To identify the impact of noncompete enforceability on training, wages, and tenure, Starr uses data from the U.S. Census’s Survey of Income and Program Participation and categorizes occupations not found in noncompete litigation as a control group for those that are found in litigation.\textsuperscript{172} He also develops a novel index of noncompete enforceability by performing factor analysis based on Bishara’s quantification of seven dimensions of noncompete enforceability.\textsuperscript{173} He finds that a complete transition from non-enforceability to maximal enforceability increases training by at least 13% for high litigation occupations, increases tenure by 10%, and reduces wages by 2.5%.\textsuperscript{174}

Starr argues that not all noncompete policies that lead toward a higher likelihood of enforceability also lead to more training or lower wages. He notes that particular state laws that make noncompete enforcement contingent on the provision of additional consideration may increase training and wages.\textsuperscript{175} By separately measuring consideration-specific laws apart from other noncompete policies, Starr shows that indeed firms provide more training and pay higher wages to employees in states that enforce noncompetes only when the employee receives additional consideration beyond continued employment.\textsuperscript{176} Starr argues that this finding is consistent with a theoretical model in which consideration policies substitute for individual negotiation over noncompetes.

\textsuperscript{169} Starr, \textit{supra} note 132.

\textsuperscript{170} \textit{Id.} at 10 (focusing on the unilateral-firm-choice training model and the contractible training model).

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{173} Bishara, \textit{supra} note at 30.

\textsuperscript{174} Starr, \textit{supra} note 132, at 30 tbl.5 (“Baseline Training Results”).

\textsuperscript{175} \textit{Id.} at 34 tbl. 7 (“Policy Options”).

\textsuperscript{176} \textit{Id.} at 35.

\textsuperscript{177} \textit{Id.} (“To explain the differential effect of consideration laws, I argue that these laws substitute for the lack of negotiation over training and noncompetes . . . . In
A recent working paper by Starr, Ganco, and Campbell takes an employment lifecycle approach to how noncompete enforceability affects the management of business and technical employees.\textsuperscript{178} By recognizing that mobility barriers are also hiring barriers, they theorize that noncompete enforceability changes both who is hired and subsequently how they are managed. In particular, they argue that it is very difficult to hire technical employees because they tend to come with both noncompetes and have skills that are highly specific to an industry. By contrast, it is easier to hire general business employees because they can be hired from noncompetitors without much loss of value. Hence, in higher enforceability states, employers will have to turn to new labor force entrants to hire technical employees, but this need not be the case for those business occupations whose skills are valuable across industries.

Once the employee is hired, however, the same noncompete-related barriers that made it difficult to hire can be used to the firm’s advantage. Specifically, noncompete enforceability allows the firm to comfortably train the employee more while paying them less, and ultimately retain the employee for longer. The authors further predict that the effect will be stronger for technical employees relative to business employees because they have fewer opportunities outside their focal industry.

Using the same data and difference-in-difference design as the Starr paper discussed above, the authors find that increases in noncompete enforceability cause firms to hire less experienced technical workers, but more experienced business professionals. Once hired, however, increased enforceability results in lower wages and more training for both technical workers and general business workers (the effects are stronger for technical workers). Technical workers are retained for longer in higher enforceability states, while the effect of enforceability on retention for general business occupations is positive but not statistically significantly different from zero.\textsuperscript{179}

c. Firm Capital Investment and Innovation

The impact of noncompete enforceability on innovation is theoretically ambiguous in the existing studies. On the one hand, noncompete enforceability provides incentives for firms to innovate because they can protect their innovation by preventing leakages to competitors. On the other hand, if noncompete enforceability reduces the flow of knowledge across firms by reducing employee mobility, or if noncompete enforcea-
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bility discourages individual employee effort, then firms may be less innovative in higher enforceability states.180

Using the cross-sectional and longitudinal variation in noncompete enforceability described above, Garmaise shows that increased enforceability reduces the log of capital expenditures per employee.181 He contends that, combined with the negative effect on executive mobility and earnings, his results are consistent with enforceability reducing executive effort.182 Samila and Sorenson, using the cross-sectional measure of enforceability from Garmaise and the measure from Stuart and Sorenson, find that high enforceability reduces the effectiveness of venture capital in creating patents.183 Together these findings suggest that noncompete enforceability reduces firm investment and innovation.

Conti takes a slightly different approach from Garmaise and also Samila and Sorenson. He considers not whether noncompete enforceability affects the overall level of innovation, but the type of innovation.184 In particular, he argues that the additional protection provided by noncompete enforceability allows firms to better appropriate any successful innovation and thus allows them to take risks that they would not otherwise take in lower enforceability states.185 Using the same longitudinal variation in noncompete enforceability identified by Garmaise, he finds indeed that increased noncompete enforceability in Florida is associated with both increases in extreme successes (top 1% of forward patent citations) and extreme failures (zero forward citations). He finds the reverse in Texas, where noncompete enforceability declined in 1994.186

Belenzon and Schankerman examine how knowledge diffuses geographically from American universities.187 They argue that knowledge generated by universities is less likely to be cited in states where individu-
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als are less mobile. Using the Michigan noncompete experiment as a mobility shock, they find that inventors in the same state as a particular university are substantially more likely to cite one of the university’s patents than an inventor from outside the state, but that in states that enforce noncompetes this effect is dampened.

Taken together, the literature on noncompete enforceability and innovation suggests that noncompete enforceability tends to reduce innovation, but it increases the riskiness of the innovations that firms pursue. Belenzon and Schankerman show that reduced employee mobility could be a mechanism driving these results, while Garmaise proposed that reduced executive effort is the culprit.

d. Anticipated Employee Mobility, Firm Acquisitions and Value

A recent stream of research examines how noncompete enforceability affects the value of firms and the acquisition of firms. These papers argue that limits on employee mobility, especially limits on employee mobility to competitors, increase the value of the company due to the reduced probability of sensitive information leaking to competitors.

Younge and Marx examine how the Michigan noncompete experiment affected the valuation of firms, which they measured with Tobin’s q—the physical value of the firm divided by the replacement value. The study uses annual, firm-level data from Compustat for 1997 through 2006 for U.S.-listed manufacturing firms that were headquartered in Michigan or in the set of control states defined in Stuart and Sorenson. The authors find that the ability to block employee mobility to competitors was associated with a 9.75% rise in Tobin’s q. This effect is larger in areas with greater competition, but is somewhat attenuated by the use of patent protection.

Younge, Tong, and Fleming use the Michigan noncompete experiment to examine how anticipated employee mobility affects the likelihood that a firm will be acquired. They show that after Michigan started enforcing noncompetes in 1985, firms were more likely to be a target for an acquisition, and even more so if they contained a higher proportion of knowledge workers. Furthermore, firms in areas with high degrees of competition were also more likely to be the target of an acquisi-
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tion, while firms protected by stronger IP-toughness regimes were less likely to be targeted.\textsuperscript{197}

e. Articles Studying Regional Outcomes

Evidence on the aggregate effects of noncompete enforceability comes from Stuart and Sorenson, as well as Samila and Sorenson. As noted above, these studies find that noncompete enforceability mitigates the effect of venture capital and liquidity events on new firm foundings.\textsuperscript{198} Samila and Sorenson further find that high enforceability reduces the effect of venture capital on aggregate employment and payroll.\textsuperscript{199} Their results “imply that not only does the enforcement of noncompete agreements limit entrepreneurship, . . . but it also appears to impede innovation. We further find that regions as a whole benefit from an employee-friendly legal regime through greater employment.”\textsuperscript{200} The only other study focusing on regional outcomes is a working paper that examines the impact of noncompete enforceability on employment in the Temporary Help Services (THS) industry.\textsuperscript{201}

II. WHAT IS MISSING? DISCUSSION OF THE GAPS IN THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH FOR GOOD LEGAL POLICY

As the prior review exhaustively shows, there is a robust and growing literature studying the use and impacts of noncompetes. Most papers theorize ambiguous outcomes regarding the impacts of noncompetes or their enforceability, which are at the heart of the tension underlying noncompetes: that these agreements disadvantage employees to protect the firm. This ambiguity is what has contributed to the rich theoretical legal literature, and is why empirical work to disentangle such theories is so important. The literature review makes clear that studies with the actual use of noncompetes are limited by both their sample and the mechanisms that they can identify. Studies of noncompete enforceability, by contrast, are far more numerous and varied. From this work we learn that noncompetes tend to have negative impacts on entrepreneurship, mobil-
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\textsuperscript{201} See William Cosmo Komiss, Empirical Analysis of Restrictive Covenants and the Temporary Help Industry (Oct. 18, 2008) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors). Komiss uses the Malsberger treatise to develop a catalogue of noncompete enforceability among the THS industry from the late 1970s until the mid-2000s. Id. at 4–6 (cataloging noncompete cases in the temporary help industry cited in Malsberger). Using longitudinal variation to measure state enforcement of noncompetes against THS workers, he finds that enforceability is associated with a 10% decrease in THS employment. Id. at 11.
ity, wages, and innovation. Simultaneously, however, noncompete enforceability is also related to increases in firm-sponsored training, riskier R&D investments, and increases in firm value and the likelihood of acquisition. Though it is tempting to think that the rapidly expanding empirical noncompete literature has sufficiently answered the interesting and relevant questions for firms, workers, and policymakers, we argue in this section that there remain severe limitations to our understanding of noncompetes.

We organize this Part in parallel to the prior review of literature. We first discuss what is missing from our understanding of the use and consequences of noncompetes. We argue that the most fundamental questions about noncompetes remain unanswered. Who signs noncompetes? How do they affect the mobility and earnings of workers? How do they affect entrepreneurship? How does the use of noncompetes impact firm investment in R&D and employee skills? We next scrutinize the empirical work examining the impact of noncompete enforceability. We argue that without data on who actually signs noncompetes, it is not only difficult to identify the effect of enforceability but the scope of the studies are also seriously limited. Perhaps most importantly, we argue that relying on studies of noncompete enforceability to identify the impact of noncompetes is risky: even in the absence of enforceability, noncompetes may themselves chill employee mobility or have other consequences. As a result, studies of noncompete enforceability are likely to mask the true impact of noncompetes.

A. What Is Missing in Our Understanding of the Use and Consequences of Noncompetes for Workers and Firms?

Given the lack of empirical work using actual data on noncompete usage, it is safe to say that we know relatively little about the uses and consequences of noncompetes. From the 9 studies that have employee or firm-level data on the use of noncompetes, we learn that 3 out of 4 executives, and almost one in two physicians and engineers sign noncompetes. We also learn that one in two firms use noncompetes. However, since these studies do not describe which employees sign noncompetes, it is unclear whether these numbers provide any additional information, given the proportion of executives that sign. While we might be able to extrapolate that noncompetes are similarly common in similarly high skilled occupations, it is difficult to extrapolate to the other 99.1% of the U.S. labor force. This lack of data on the use of noncompetes itself suggests, at the most basic level, that what is missing from the literature is an
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Understanding of what types of firms use noncompetes, what types of workers sign noncompetes, what the conditions of the noncompete are, and why and when such noncompetes are used.

Understanding who signs, however, is only the first rung in the ladder of what is missing in the literature. It is necessary to know who signs noncompetes in order to understand how noncompetes affect the mobility and earnings of workers. Without such data, speculation about the possible effects of noncompetes is endless. The two articles attempting to understand how noncompetes affect earnings and mobility of workers provide some clarity, but contrast in striking ways. The combined evidence suggests that firms sometimes manage the noncompete-signing process to reduce worker bargaining power, but conversely that noncompetes may come with stronger incentives and may increase wages and revenues. Furthermore, noncompetes are associated with both career detours and extended tenures. What is missing from this strand of research is an understanding of exactly why and how noncompetes have such differential effects, and whether these effects are likely to hold in less skilled occupations or less narrowly defined occupations. For example, to what extent are individuals who sign noncompetes staying longer in their jobs because they feel locked in, and to what extent do they choose to stay at the firm voluntarily, perhaps because of higher wages or internal promotion? Do individuals who negotiate or are given a chance to consider the noncompete before signing exhibit different mobility and earnings outcomes?

Aside from questions related to mobility, there is no literature examining the use of noncompetes and entrepreneurial outcomes. Entrepreneurship is far riskier than moves to employers, and often involves collaborations among founding team members with complementary skills. Hence noncompetes may pose an even greater threat to future of entrepreneurship than they do to employee mobility.

Similarly, empirical work on noncompetes within the firm is entirely nonexistent. This omission from the literature is particularly glaring given that the sole reason courts begrudgingly enforce noncompetes is that CNCs protect legitimate business interests. Hence, what is missing from the literature is an understanding of how noncompetes affect the innovative activity, such as R&D investment, investment in employee skill development, and profitability of the firm. Relatedly, for states considering whether they should make the use of noncompetes illegal, it is important to know if firms need the protection of noncompetes to invest in innovative activities or if they simply substitute other protection methods (pa-
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tents, nondisclosure agreements)—or are firms adaptable to high-velocity labor markets in the absence of CNCs like in the Silicon Valley Model?

Lastly, without data on who signs noncompetes the literature currently cannot identify the mechanisms linking noncompetes to behavioral outcomes. For example, if an employee receives an outside offer from a competitor, does the employer typically threaten the employee with his noncompete? Does the employer raise the employee’s wage, despite the noncompete, or promote the employee? When an employee violates the noncompete, under what circumstances does the employer threaten the employee with a lawsuit? Answers to these questions may help researchers understand some of the mechanisms underlying any effects of noncompetes on worker and firm outcomes.

B. What Is Missing in Our Understanding of the Impacts of Noncompete Enforceability?

The papers examining the impacts of state noncompete policies on workers, firms, and regions make up the bulk of the empirical noncompete literature. Broadly, these studies come in three varieties: (1) Cross-sectional approaches, in which high-enforceability states are compared to low enforceability states; (2) Longitudinal approaches, comparing the within state change (relative to a group of control states) before and after a noncompete policy change; and (3) Moderation approaches, whereby noncompete enforceability is shown to moderate the relationship between two other variables. Each approach has its own unique limitations and assumptions in order to identify the causal effect of noncompete enforceability. Instead of focusing on any particular shortcoming of any individual study, we argue that the primary limitation of all of these studies is that they do not have data on who actually signs noncompetes. As a result, they must take a necessarily aggregated perspective, averaging the effect of noncompete policies across those who sign and those who do not sign noncompetes. This aggregation raises a number of concerns related to the validity and scope of these studies.

First, as the recent Barnett and Sichelman study has pointed out, it is important to note that identifying the causal effects of noncompete enforceability is a challenging task. Cross-sectional studies must somehow disentangle the effect of noncompete policies across states from the myriad of other potential state policies or state differences that are correlated with noncompete policies. Similarly, studies that examine the before and after effects of a noncompete policy change within a state must separately identify the impact of the noncompete laws from other trends or state-level changes that might be occurring simultaneously. These are challenging identification issues to overcome, especially given that very few states have significantly changed their noncompete policies in the last 30 years. If research could show that those who sign noncompetes are driv-
ing any effects found from increases in noncompete enforceability, this would help to allay serious identification concerns.

Second, since not all policy changes equally affect the noncompete-signing population, the measurement of noncompete enforceability is necessarily error-ridden without data on who signs noncompetes. For example, if a state changes the law to allow firms to enforce noncompetes even when workers are fired from their jobs—but no workers who sign noncompetes are actually fired both before and after the change—then such a policy change will be picked up by the enforceability indexes of Garmaise, Bishara, and Starr, but it will not change the effective probability of noncompete enforcement. In order to properly calculate noncompete enforceability—that is, the probability that a randomly selected individual’s noncompete would be enforced in court if the randomly selected individual were to violate the noncompete and his firm were to sue him—one needs two key pieces of information:

i) The identification of situations in which a state court will and will not enforce a noncompete; and

ii) The probability that a randomly chosen employee has the characteristics defined in i) for enforcement in that state.

Without any information on ii), the existing measures of noncompete enforceability use only i) when creating their measure of enforceability.205 As a result, when estimating the effects of noncompete enforceability on worker or firm outcomes, the best possible outcome is that the effects of enforceability are attenuated. At worst, the measurement error is correlated with enforceability (e.g., higher enforceability states are more likely to be mismeasured) and causes us to reach biased estimates.

Third, because enforceability is the key variable, not noncompete-signing status, assumptions about knowledge of noncompete policies among the various actors must be made. While it might be reasonable to believe that firms have a good grasp of noncompete policies within and across states, it may be less reasonable to expect employees to have perfect information. Whether and to what extent these assumptions are reasonable is impossible to test without individual-level data on what workers believe. Furthermore, if workers are uninformed about their state’s policy, then noncompetes may chill employee mobility and entrepreneurship, regardless of their actual enforceability. As a result, studies relying on states’ variation in noncompete enforceability may seriously underestimate the impact of noncompetes. Also noncompetes’ impact could also be benign if workers are unconcerned about their enforceability or even forget that they signed a restriction.

205 The measure of noncompete enforceability in Stuart & Sorenson, supra note 9, is binary and thus only captures changes from enforceable to non-enforceable.
Fourth, analyses comparing outcomes in high-enforceability versus low-enforceability states cannot disentangle the impact of the potentially increased use of noncompetes in higher-enforceability states from the impact of the noncompete policy on those who do and do not sign noncompetes. For example, if it is found that there is more mobility in California relative to a high-enforceability state like Florida, it could be that individuals who sign noncompetes in Florida are less mobile within their own state at least than those who sign noncompetes in California. But it might well be the case that firms in Florida use noncompetes more frequently, and that noncompetes themselves, regardless of their enforceability, reduce employee mobility. To put it another way, any observed effects of enforceability could be explained by a greater use of noncompetes in high-enforceability states, not necessarily the impact of enforceability on those who sign.

Relatedly, and perhaps most importantly, noncompetes themselves may deter individuals from leaving their jobs or starting a competing enterprise—known as the in terrorem or chilling effect. The fact that the contract itself may deter employees from moving, regardless of the enforceability level, suggests that the effect of noncompete enforceability likely masks the true impact of noncompetes. For example, if we were to observe that noncompete enforceability was associated with a small difference in employee mobility, this result does not necessarily imply that noncompetes have a small effect on mobility. Noncompetes may reduce mobility similarly in high- and low-enforceability states, which would cause us to observe little difference in mobility across high- and low-enforceability states. Thus, while enforceability studies may show no, small, or large impacts, it could be that noncompetes themselves have enormous effects which are being masked at the aggregate level. This critique is particularly relevant for state courts that may want to discourage or encourage the use of noncompetes, as opposed to tweaking the circumstances under which they are enforced.

Fifth, the aggregate perspective cannot directly identify the potential micro-mechanisms at work, and thus limits the potential policy options. For example, how exactly might noncompete enforceability reduce mobility? Is it that individuals who sign noncompetes search less frequently for jobs in high-enforceability states? Is it that firms are less willing or less able to hire them in high-enforceability states? Is it that the worker’s employer is more likely to threaten him or her in high-enforceability states? Is it that employees are uninformed and are thus more susceptible to threats even in states that do not enforce noncompetes? Depending on which mechanisms are operative, policies can be constructed to target these mechanisms to reach the desired result. For example, information-based policies meant to inform individuals when their noncompete is and is not enforceable may reduce the chilling effect of unenforceable noncompetes.
Sixth, without data on who signs noncompetes, it is impossible to determine if there are external effects of noncompete policies on those who do not sign. Such effects could arise through the cycle of hiring generated by an initial move from one employer to another, a phenomenon known as a “vacancy chain.”\footnote{When an employee leaves a job, she likely creates a vacancy at her former employer. That vacancy can be filled by an employee at another firm or by either an unemployed individual or a new entrant to the labor market. If the job vacancy is filled by an employee from another firm, then it creates another vacancy at the other firm. The vacancy chain continues until eventually an unemployed or new labor-force participant is hired.} For example, in the papers on employee mobility and training, increased noncompete enforceability may reduce employee mobility for those who sign noncompetes, which may in turn reduce the mobility of those who have not signed since fewer jobs are becoming available. As a result of such decreased mobility among signers and nonsigners, firms in high-enforceability states may have increased incentives to train both employees who sign and those who do not.

Seventh, most studies of noncompete enforceability create aggregate measures of enforceability and do not consider subtle differences in the law. The exception is Starr, who breaks out consideration aspects of noncompete laws apart from other dimensions of enforceability.\footnote{See supra notes 169–177 and accompanying text for a discussion of Starr.} As a result, in most empirical studies, we learn only that more enforceability is good or bad, but there is no guidance on exactly which enforceability policies might be well-suited to achieve various goals. Using data on who signs noncompetes, and tying behavior of noncompete signers to specific noncompete policies, such as additional consideration requirements and negotiation, has the potential to better help courts and state legislatures identify the ways in which they might consider changing their enforceability policies.

While the analyses studying noncompete enforceability have improved our understanding of the impact of noncompete policies, without data on who signs noncompetes the extent of the analyses are necessarily limited, the policy options cannot target specific mechanisms, and there are a number of reasons to be wary of the validity of the results.

We have identified here how data on the use of noncompetes could be utilized to significantly strengthen and broaden our understanding of the impacts of noncompetes and enforcement policies. Next in Part III we use this understanding to identify what additional research would be useful to help complete the still unclear noncompete picture.
III. MOVING FORWARD: A RESEARCH PLAN FOR COMPLETING THE NONCOMPETE PICTURE

The growing body of empirical research described in the previous Part is essential to better understanding the role of noncompetes in the United States. Yet without the full picture of noncompete use within and across firms, better measures of enforceability, worker perceptions, and employer motivations, policymakers are still largely in the dark about what reforms, if any, are needed. In this Part we not only call for more empirical research on the subject of noncompetes and other restrictive covenants, we also point out specific examples of studies and methods that may help answer a range of lingering questions about this area of human-capital law and policy.

This suggested research agenda is not merely for academic purposes, but rather it can potentially help business interests, employees, and public advocates make better assessments of the ways to maximize the positive impacts of noncompetes while curtailing some potential negative outcomes that have begun to be discussed in the empirical literature. These include outcomes related to entrepreneurship, employee mobility, wages, training investment, capital investments, innovation, firm value, and the much-discussed topic of regional competitiveness. To begin, we will outline some possible data-collection opportunities for researchers. Then, we end with a section explaining why these new opportunities for research are crucial for the evaluation of many of the proposed policy changes.

A. Opportunities for Gathering More Empirical Evidence

As the discussion in Part II indicates, there is a wealth of information that has been learned about covenants not to compete in recent years. However, there are also many questions left unanswered by the existing empirical literature on CNCs. The most glaring shortcoming is the inability of the empirical literature to answer even the most basic questions about the use and impacts of noncompetes across workers and firms. The evidence from state laws is riddled with measurement error, which make it difficult to be confident in what we learn. Evidence on the use of noncompetes, coupled with careful empirical analysis, is the most promising way to provide more convincing evidence on the use and impacts of noncompetes.

There are numerous outlets to collect such data. The ideal dataset would track workers and firms over time. For workers, a few such datasets are the Survey of Income and Program Participation, the Current Population Survey, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, and the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. These studies already involve significant panel dimensions and adding questions about noncompete signing would provide significant value, even if the questions were only on the
surveys for a short time. Alternatively, cross-sectional surveys of workers may be able to provide some answers to these questions, but can only provide retrospective and prospective answers to mobility and entrepreneurship questions. It is far more convincing to observe actual moves between employers.

Given that these outlets are unlikely to add many survey questions due to time constraints of respondents, researchers might consider using other surveying outlets. With the rise and improvement in online surveying technology, such as that used by Qualtrics, ClearVoice, SSI, USamp, Survey Monkey, and many others, the possibility of collecting detailed worker level data is widely and cheaply available. One caution about using online surveys is to be very careful about the sample selection process. This is because individuals who sign up to take online surveys are not a random sample of the U.S. population. Thus, careful cleaning and reweighting should be employed to ensure that the results are as representative as possible.

Another similar possibility is partnering with industry and trade group associations, which may be willing to provide access to their membership. The benefit for those organizations is that they may be able to better assess the use of restrictive covenants among their members or in their industry, and use that information for policy decisions, including how they support or oppose new attempts to reform the existing law of noncompetes. However, their membership may also not be fully representative of individuals in the industry or job categories of interest to researchers.

---

For instance, research conducted by the authors has included some of these data-gathering partners with some success, including the over 11,500 respondents to a recent survey. See Evan Starr, Norman Bishara & J.J. Prescott, Noncompetes in the U.S. Labor Force 11 (June 25, 2015) (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2625714; see also, Evan Starr, J.J. Prescott & Norman Bishara, Noncompetes and Employee Mobility (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2743844.

Interestingly, to date there is only limited evidence of industry mobilization around the issue of noncompete enforcement. For instance, some medical associations have positions opposing noncompetes. See, e.g., Larry D. Weiss, AAEM White Paper on Restrictive Covenants: A Policy Paper of the American Academy of Emergency Medicine, 30 J. Emergency Med. 473 (2006), http://www.aaem.org/em-resources/position-statements/practice-rights/restrictive-covenants. Some states have disallowed noncompetes for doctors; however, there has seemingly not been widespread lobbying against noncompetes by medical associations. One explanation may be that one’s perspective on noncompetes changes depending on status and standing in the industry, such that new doctors will resist noncompetes, but established doctors embedded in a practice they intend to stay with or manage are more likely to see some benefit from these agreements.
Beyond conducting research to enhance our understanding of the use and perception of restrictive covenants by individual employees and former employees, it is also important to understand the firm’s perspective, as well. However, gathering data on the use of noncompetes among firms is a more challenging endeavor than reaching individual respondents, because it necessarily entails asking questions about which workers at the firm sign noncompetes. This implicates sometimes sensitive issues of identifying workers or raises concerns about proprietary information about the firm’s private contracts and policies.

There are also possible options to encourage firms to collect useful data on noncompete use in the United States. One such option is the Occupational Employment Survey at the Bureau of Labor Statistics.211 This is a survey of non-farm establishments in which significant data on the occupation and industry are already collected. By noting the Employer Identification Number and which occupations within the firm are asked to sign noncompetes, it is possible to link the firm to other data on firm level outcomes (employment, payroll, etc.). Another option is to add questions about the use of noncompetes to the Census of Manufacturers or to the Business R&D and Innovation Survey (BRDIS) run by the NSF and the Census Bureau.212 Still another option is to outsource the collection of data to Glassdoor.com and other websites committed to providing potential employees with transparent information on the salaries and other job characteristics. This approach in particular would allow researchers to connect the use of noncompetes and other restrictive covenants with the firm’s name, industry location, and other publicly available data.

B. Harnessing the Additional Evidence for Better Legal and Policy Outcomes

A better understanding about the prevalence, use, and impact of restrictive covenants in the United States is not an end in itself. The need for better technical data on noncompetes for researchers is clear, but what are some of the implications of this for the public debate over noncompetes?

The lack of research producing data about a wider array of workers than high-tech workers and engineers, doctors, and executives is a signif-


ificant problem. In particular, more research on a range of employees from a range of important industries—and particularly low-wage workers—is key to addressing concerns that arise related to noncompetes. Much of the public debate centers on two issues: incentivizing innovation and the fairness issues involved with enforcing noncompete agreements against workers, especially younger, low-wage, and low-status workers without many other opportunities if they are unable to compete in the same industry after leaving a job.

On the innovation front, policymakers are interested in whether and how noncompete enforceability affects the development of high-tech clusters like Silicon Valley. The Gilson hypothesis and subsequent empirical work suggest that noncompete enforceability reduces the mobility of inventors, drives them away from the state, and both reduces innovation overall and increases the riskiness of the innovation pursued. As a result of this work, there has been political movement towards banning noncompetes to encourage innovation. As discussed previously, Hawaii, for example, recently passed legislation to ban noncompetes for technical workers.

As we highlight in the prior section, we are concerned that such policy changes are being made without the proper empirical foundation. Indeed, there is not one study examining the relationship between the use of noncompetes and firm-level or regional-innovation outcomes. Furthermore, the recent work by Barnett and Sichelman paper casts significant doubt on the validity of the studies using the Michigan noncompete reversal and studies that use the Stuart and Sorenson index. We propose that collecting data on the use of noncompetes and related restrictive covenants as well as other firm-level innovation outcomes is a first step towards building this foundation. A second step would then be to examine how firms that use noncompetes differ from firms that do not use noncompetes in both high- and low-enforcing states. Future studies could then aggregate this data to the regional level to help policymakers assess the ways in which noncompetes and noncompete enforceability help or hurt the creation of technical clusters.

Regarding the fairness issues, the concern has been that there is a regressive impact of noncompete agreements that harms the mobility, and thus career advancement, of low-wage workers, especially if there is an in terrorem effect that discourages them from leaving because of a fear of facing a lawsuit over their noncompete. While these concerns have some intuitive merit, especially on fairness if not efficiency grounds, there is not any empirical research that addresses this segment of the American workforce. Yet, protecting these types of workers from the oppressive terms of overreaching employers has been the rallying cry for

---

213 See Prescott, Bishara & Starr, supra note 209.
some of the high-profile lawsuits and media reports described above in Part I. For instance, the newly proposed federal legislation, the MOVE Act, is expressly aimed at protecting low-wage workers. In addition, a recent Treasury Department report on noncompetes acknowledged the concerns of low-wage workers, but also discusses the positive role of noncompetes in some instances, especially for firms and investments in workers.

Certainly fairness concerns and worker protections matter greatly. However, if a main justification for the new batch of noncompete reform statutes is low-wage worker protection, then it would be useful to have more data on what impact noncompetes have on these workers. It would also be useful to simply know how many noncompetes are actually signed by this population and how they are enforced, if at all. This gap in the research is particularly pronounced when it comes to the evidence of an interroreem effect that chills worker mobility and advancement. There is also a lack of data on how restrictions impact younger workers, workers in all jurisdictions, or workers across a range of demographics, including by gender, race, age, education, skills, and experience.

A related policy issue that arises out of the research gaps identified in our Article is that we know surprisingly little about how firms use noncompetes. Many foundational issues remain unaddressed, including questions of how many firms use noncompetes, and if they use them for certain workers or for many types of workers. Also, we have only anecdotal and mostly secondary evidence from judicial opinions and a limited set of employee interviews about what motivates employers to use noncompetes. We also do not know much about who at the firm determines when to deploy noncompetes—and what restrictions are used and why—and importantly how a firm decides to take action to enforce an agreement against a departing employee. Embedded in that decision will likely be clues to issues related to how firms view their protectable interests in employee knowledge, trade secrets, and client relationships that will also provide a deeper understanding of the issues for judges faced with resolving disputes over knowledge assets ownership.

The answers to these questions are important to understanding the business value of noncompetes to firms and to potentially rebalance the public debate from one of fairness to one viewing the overall mix of costs and benefits involved. Like the dearth of research on noncompetes’ impact on low-wage or early tenure workers, a lack of data on the firms’ perspective means that researchers and policymakers do not have the full noncompete picture before them.

---

215 See Treasury Report, supra note 8, at 8.
Finally, because these missing pieces of information about employees and firms leave many open questions about noncompetes, there are numerous implications for policymakers. State legislators in many jurisdictions are being lobbied to change or preserve the status quo with noncompete enforcement and are on the front lines of the noncompete debate. Moreover, in light of all of the research gaps, we have identified some of the most sweeping policy changes being proposed or actually being enacted at the states are based on somewhat incomplete information. Many intuitions about the regressive nature of noncompetes or the implications for innovation may be correct—for example that their enforcement or even their mere presence in contracts of low-wage workers may chill mobility. However, it is currently unclear if those intuitions are accurate because they have yet to be tested empirically. While it is impossible to have complete information about how noncompetes are used, the data we have currently is woefully inadequate and more research is needed to reach meaningful conclusions about reforms. Unless we have a fuller picture of the impact of firms’ use of noncompetes—as well as the impact of new policy solutions such as notice periods, professional carve outs, or wage thresholds—there remains a risk that policy proscriptions may have unintended negative consequences or be aimed at problems that are not significant enough to garner actual policy solutions.

CONCLUSION

Despite the very long history of restrictive covenants and the contentious, long-term debate over the propriety of post-employment covenants not to compete, the controversy over these legal mechanisms has grown recently. This is due, in part, to scholars’ research in this area and an increase in media and public attention focused on recent revelations of some high-profile potential abuses of these long-tolerated legal tools. At the same time this new level of academic attention and debate has helped precipitate further discussion, and, in some jurisdictions, action from policymakers. The most obvious outcome in this regard has been that numerous jurisdictions have adopted restrictions on the use and enforcement of noncompetes, or, at a minimum, have modified the reasonableness test and removed discretion from the courts on issues such as the per se reasonableness of the length of the agreements.

However, the recent focus on noncompete agreements has also pressured legislators into making hasty reforms, thus risking poor public-policy decisions even more acutely than in the past. Such reforms may be necessary, but they should not be made lightly or without a full under-
standing of the costs and benefits of allowing, banning, or modifying a state’s noncompete policy. In fact, these decisions should be well supported by both an understanding of the actual legal enforcement picture, as well as nuanced, sophisticated, methodologically sound, and impartial legal and empirical research.

Our Article has discussed the legal background of modern-day enforcement, as well as all of the empirical research that examines noncompetes. In doing so we have provided a complete picture of the questions that have been addressed and answered, although much of the research is subject to criticism. Beyond just pointing out some of the virtues and limitations of the existing body of empirical research touching on noncompetes, we have gone further and proposed a cohesive roadmap for future scholarship that will support reasoned and appropriate policymaking. Seeing this extensive and holistic view of the subject is key to understanding how a more substantial body of research is essential to addressing the debate underlying calls for policy reactions and various reforms to noncompete policies around the United States.